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UNITED STATES 

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON 25. D. C. 

June 16, 1952 

’ Honorable Brien McMahon 
Chairmm, Joint Cormnittee on 
Atomic Energy 

Senate Office Building 
k'ashington 25, D. C. 

Dear Senator Mc!dahon: 

!kmsrsitted herewith, in accordame with the Joint Co=ittee's 
request of July 23, 1,047, is the Progress Report of the United 
States Atomic Energy Cozzission covering the period DeceE3er, 
1951, through I'ay, 1952. As in other recent reports, Fart III, 
Weqozs, and Appndix D, Raw I;aterizls S-Jpsleze>t, ue subEitted 
as separate'docuzents. DOE ARCEIVES 

In this fourteenth Frosess report ere outlined the zeaswes 
being taken to accozT?lish the Cczzissioc's najor objectives, as 
veil as charges in these ?rogrerr objectives which have occurred 
since the preceding report. 

Shcerely yours, 
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FOREWORD BY THE COMMISSION 

In recent months we have once more been engaged concurrently in planning a further ma- 
jor expansion of production capacity while pressing toward conclusion previously authorized 
programs to increase plant capacity. In this fourteenth Progress Report, covering the stx- 
month period December, 1951, through May, 1952, we direct primary attention to currently 
authorized operating and construction programs. 

Postwar Expansion 

Successive additionsto capacity have been a dominant feature of the postnar atomic energy 
program. The major increments to capacity completed at Hanford were two graphite reactors, 
built originally to offset the threatened failure of the three original reactors. At Oak Ridge the 
K-29 and later the K-31 plants were built to add to the capacity of the K-25-27 cascade. These 
nen facilities have made possible rates of output for both plutonium and U 235 that are now 
nearly five times !hose in 1947. Major additions now under construction are a sixth graphite 
reactor at Hanford, the five heavy water reactors at Savanr,ah River, and the nen gaseous dif- 
fusion plants at Paducah. When these facilities are comp?e:ed and operating at design capacity 
the annual output of plutonium and U 235 will be more than 12 and 9 times greater, respective- 
ly, than in 1947. 

DOE _..P,WISES 
Further Expansion Proposed 

During nuch of 1951 joint studies under the auspices of the h’ational Security Council Fere, 
as in the summer of 1950, again directed to the relation be= een projected fissionable material 
capacity and military requirements. This study was impelled by the continued state of near 
conflict with the USSR, the variety of atomic weapons becoming available for tactical as well 
as strategic use, and by the greatly improved prospect for additional raa materials. 

On the basis of more than a score of cases analyzed by the joint study group, the Depart- 
ment of Defense in the latter part of 1951 recommended ar =:~-.:s‘nr of faci!ities that would 
increzse plutonium CIQL,‘: 50 per ten; and U 235 ourpu! 1% per rt-.: above that pi2nned with 
presentiy authorized facilities. We concurred in this prcposal ano the h’atiocal Security COwi- 

cil recommended such an expansion to the President. A special report on this and an alterna- 
tive plant expansion :as furnished the Joint Committee in January, 1952, up,on the President’s 
endorsement of the recommended expansion. He later approved a more de+tiled formulation of 
the program in February, 1952. A request for additional funds needed in fiscal year 1953 to 
finance the 23.9 billion 4-year plant and equipment pro ;am was submitted to the Congress on 
May 28, 1952. . 

Under the pronosed expansion program, th e annual rate of reapon production. would by 
Flanned v;ith presently aut?,x ized facilities, referred to in the 

Moreover, the total cerpon stockpile by the end 0: 1961 



. 

would be 4 
m greater. The additional output of plutonium required 10 assure thlS 

Wap3r.s goal would be provided by building two large graphite reactors at Ranford and a sixth 
heavy water reactor of improved design at the Sasannah River Plant. The additional output of 

U 235 would be accomplished by building further gaseous diffusion facilities at Oak Ridge and 
Paducah and by building a new plant at a third site, tentatively planned for the Ohio River 
Valley. These additional facilities, when fully operating, would increase the annual U 235 out- 
put to 24 times and plutonium output to 18 times that in 1947. 

Status of Current Expansion 

Some slippage in major construction schedules has continued to occur. Construction at 
Paducah, however, has proceeded more satisfactorily since the beginning of the year because 
of decreased work stoppages. At the end of h?ay the overall project was 29 per cent complete 
against a scheduled 32 per cent. The first C-31 building is now expected to be brought into 
initial operation in August rather than in the second quarter of 1952. At Savannah River, con- 

struction of the heavy water reactors has been delayed chiefly by the technical problems Of 
novel design, by recruitment difficulties, and by delays in materials and equipment deliveries. 

Recruitment has improved as a result of ler@hening the workweek to 54 hours. At the end of 

May over-all construction of the Savannah project was 22 per cent complete, and initial 

operation of the first reactor is now scheduled for March, 1953, instead of January, 1953. The 
new graphite reactor at Hanford was 72 per cent complete at the end of May against a sched- 
uled 79 per cent and completion is scheduled for October, 1952. Construction of an enlarged 
plant to produce lithium 6 for use in thermonuclear weapons was begun at Oak Ridge in March 
1952 and is scheduled for completion in February, 1953, to permit weapon tests later that 
year. 

DOE ARCHIVES 

Summary of Operating Programs 

The highlights of the six-month period are as follows: 

?,aw Materials. By 1956 the annual receipts of uranium are expected to be near@ three 
fi.meshose in 1951. Major increments are expected to come from South Africa, Canada, the 
CGiLT ado Plateau, and the Florida leached zone. Research and development now indicate that 
recc-:ering uranium from the leached zone may eventually be less costly than previously ex- . 
pect ed. 

Frssionable >!aterials. Outpxt of both plutonium and U 235 continued at record levels, 
noiK;-:tns:anding continued slug failures and Tube corrosion at Hanford and barrier tube break- 
age at Oak Ridge. 

-*? Q?pOTiS. Srockoiiinc of a number of new models, including tactical v;eapons, began. 
Pre:.zratrcns for tesiing i very large yieid thermonuclear device at Emxetok in the fall of 
1952 progressed on schedule. Plans were started for testing in the fall of 1953 a second de- 
vice of a design which map be of immediate utility in a weapon. Although considerable un- 
certainty is involved, supporrin, Q effort to provide an emergency capability for fabrication of 
Suck devices and their delivery is going for F;ard on the assumption of success in the 1953 tes:. 

Research and Development. The hlarerials Testing Reactor was brought to full poner, 
conszruciion of the Submarine Intermediate Reactor Fas begm, and initial operation of the 

Ez:p~rinec:al Breeder Reactor has shoxn List a ,so~.~._ -+v-po:assium-cooled fast reactor ail1 
c?e rate. Some indication of ‘breeding _;;il: ‘be available in the next year. in the physical resear 
prc_iram, scien!ist s have ror?ir.ued to pro-tide basic data, e>Tlore new concep?s, and invesri5a: 

imz-rdiate prob!ems such as chemical sfsrrations 27.3 loq- range detection of foreign atomic 

er.er,cr activities. In the life sciences, important concl-_ “cior,s haye been dravm from the bio- 
metical exzerimer.:s cor.duc:ed in 1951 a: O?eratior. GF.:,EEL~OUSZ and Operation BCSTER- 
J;2;.CI r U-U. 
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UNITED STATES 

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON 25. 0. c. 

June 11, 1952 

Mr. Gordon Dean 
Chairman, United States 

Atomic Energy Comission 

Washington 25, D. C. 

~OEARCm%S 
Hy dear 1k. Dean: 

I submit herevith, in response to the Cczzissic3's 
request, a report of prcsess in the acrivities of 
the l_j. S. Atomic Energy CoxxissioD during the 
period Decem-jer, 1951, through b!ay, 1952. 

. 
Resrecrf u_lly sL‘rzitted, 





PART VI 

BIOLOGY Ah’D XIEDICINE 

(UNCLASSIFIED) 

The principal objective of the biology and medicine program in recent months has been 
the further evaluation of data obtained in connection with atomic weapons tests. The report of 
the biomedical studies conducted at Operation GREEKHOUSE has been completed. Significant 

data have been obtained from the nation-wide monitoring program for measuring radioactive 
fall-out from atomic detonations in Nevada. Research and civil defense activities have con- 

tinued at a somewhat accelerated pace. (End of UNCLASSIFIED section.) 

Weapon Test Activities DOEARCHIVE:S 

GREEKHOUSE report. Analysis of the results of the biomedical experiments conducted 
at Operation GREENHOUSE in the spring of 1951 has led to several important conclusions: 

1. Completely analogous injuries we produced in animals when they are exposed to 
single doses of whole body radiation from a nuclear weapon and from high voltage X rays 
in the laboratory. These injuries are in turn similar to those sustained by victims of the 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki detonations. 

2. The contribution of neutrons to the total dose was measured by using animals and 
plants as biological dosimeters. At distances at which gamma radiation k-as still a sig- 
nificant biomedical hazard, the effect of neutrons u-as found to be not significant. The 
neutron flux is variable and will depend on the assembly of the weapon. 

3. Intense thermal sources have been used recently in the laboratory to reproduce in 
animals the anatomical and histological features of flash burns observed at Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki. To determine how accurately the b-urns from an atomic weapon can be re- 
produced in this manner, animals at GREEhHOUSE were placed at distances up to about 
3,600 yards from ground zero. Burning commenced about 20 to 30 milliseconds after 
detonation, Approximately the same interval which was believed to have e:zpsed in the 
Japanese detonations. All thermal injury occurred in less than one second. It was also 
shown that ultra-violet light from the bomb did not contribute significantly to the thermal 
injury. Tine experiment confirmed the validity of the laboratory methods, with all their 
advantages of convenience, economy, and control. 

4. Fcxholes afford reasonable emergency shelter against blast and radiation, depend- 
ing upon yield and distance from ground zero. 

6. For occupants of aircraft passing through the stem of an atomic cloud, gamma 
radiation from external sources is a greater hazard than radiation from inhaled bomb 
debris. 

6. Tne use of plants! such as Tradescantia, as biological dcsimeters may be feasible. 
The number of breaks in the chromosomes of 3-4 e_escantia exposed to bomb radiation 
correlated very highly aith dosages fo. r X and gamma rays, and for neutron dosage =hen 
gamma radiation was screened out. Piants map thus provide another means O! memiring 

radiation, comparable to fi!m badges or ins:ruments. 



, 

Analysis of radioactive soil. At the lievada Proving Ground undcrgro,znd explosion in 
November, 1951, lar,ge amounts of radioactive soil fell in the immediate area down wind from 

ground zero. At a distance of four miles, this fall-out amounted to about 63 tons per square 
mile. External radiation produced in this way may be an effective method of radiological 
warfare when coupled with bombing activities. 

The relative biological danger from fall-out radioactivity is under investi&ation. Plants 
growing in the soil taken from the test site were found to rapidly take up radioactive Strontium, 
one 01 the fission products. The radioactive strontium would be deposited in the skeletons of 
animals eating these plants. 

Ration-wide monitoring program. The nation-wide monitoring program described in the 
preceding report was continued during the spring tests at the h’evada Proving Ground. During 
these tests a network of about 100 stations was utilized in cooperation with the United States 
Weather Bureau. Of these stations, six were operated in foreign countries by weather de- 
tachments from the United States Air Force. Seventy-five stations of the total fixed network 
collected samples of settled dust, 29 collected filtered dust, and 22 collected both. In the 
western half of the country the monitoring was accomplished by two aircraft furnished by the 
Air Force and by eight mobile teams of two men each. DOE ARCHIVES 

Fall-out studies. Dust and fall-out were measured within the lo- to 50-mile radius of 
ground zero for three of the tower detonations in the spring tests at the h’evada Proving 
Grounds. The objectives of the program are: 

1. To measure the radioactivity per cubic meter in air for 24 hours following a 
detonation; 

_ 

2. TO determine approximate size distribution of particles in the air; 

3. To chart the pattern of fall-out within this area by the use-of gdmmed paper at 
approximately 100 collecting points; and 

4. TO obtain an outline and measurement of radioactivity of particularly hot areas by 
means of survey teams. 

Project GABRIEL. The General Advisory Committe has recommended additional studies 
of the long- and short-range hazards associated with the detonation of a large number of 
atomic air b3xsts. A study by the Pand Corporation has already be,-, and another independent 
investigation is planned. The findings will supplement a preliminary study made in 1949 and 
more recently brought up to date in relation to the expansion program. (End o sec- 
tion) 

Biomedical Test Planning and Screening Committee (IJIKLASSIFIED) 

A Biomedical Test Planning and Screening Committee, and a companion Committee on 
Structures, iave been formed for the purpose of coordinating requirements of civilian agencies 
ir biomedical and structures experiments at atomic bomb tests. The committees presently are 
composed of representatives from the Department of A_griculture, Public Iiealth Service, . 
Federal Civil Defense Administration, General Services Administration, Department Of 
Deiense, Division of Biological Sciences of the University of Chicago, Los Alamos Scientific 
Laooratory, Sew York Operations Office, and the Washington AEC Divisions O! hIilitary 
Application, Construction and Supply, Reactor Development, and Biology and ?Jedicine. 

‘Ihe corzmittees’ activities have had tlcee si_mificant results: 

1. Certain field eqeriments have been avoided by the investigation of the feasibility 
of sczle-model I-IE tests, shock tube tests: and other Iaboratory testinS procedures, re- 
sulting ti lower costs and more efficient use of personnel. 



. 

2. Experiments have been deferred, when possible, for coordination cith the tcsling 
program schedule to permit more economical and orderly planning. 

3. Duplication and overlapping requirements have been avoided and consolidated 
plans developed. 

’ Research Activities 

Radiological use of high energy deuterons. The physical properties and isodose curves 
of 190 Mev deuterons have been studied by the Radiation Laboratory at the University of 
California. .The study showed that the deuteron beam has unique radiological properties: 
straight and deep penetration in tissue; small scattering; and maximum dose near the end of 
the range of the beam. The deuteron beam appears to be suitable for intense irradiation of 
small volumes deep within the human or animal body. Measurements have been made of the 
range of the ion beam, the ionization in tissue, and stopping power of tissue. The significance 
of these studies lies in their possible application to radiotherapy. 

Radiation cataract studies. As has been previously reported, radiation cataracts were . 
found in some of the Japanese survivors of the atomic bomb detonations at Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki. The first re-examination of these Japanese, completed 16 months subsequent to 
the original study, has revealed interestin g information. Fifty per cent of the cataracts had 
progressed from 1 to 2 grades in a scale of 4 grades; 20 per cent showed regression of about 
the same degree as those which had progressed; and 30 per cent showed no change. The re- 
sults suggest that a radiation cataract does not necessarily progress to an advanced state 
requiring surgery. DOE ARCHIVES . 

Low-level portable cobalt irradiator. A pilot-model, semiportable cobalt irradiator has 
been developed by the Brookhaven Kational Laboratory. The Worcester Foundation for EX- 
perimental Biology plans to use the instrument for investigating the effects of radiation on the 
production of adrenal cortical hormones. . 

The cobalt irradiator, designed to accommodate a source of moderate intersitg up to 250 
curies of cobalt 60, will fill the need for relatively inexpensive flexible sources of highly 
penetrating gamma radiation in the experimental radiobiolo,? program. (End of UNCLAS- 
SIFIED section.) . 

Civil Defense Activities 

Washington area dispersal plan At the request of the h’ational Security 
Resources Board, the Commission h a for the formulation of assumptions to be 
used by the executive agencies as a basis for testimony on dispersal legislatio 
the President’s recommendations for security of the nation’s capital. (End of 
section.) 

Loan of radiation instruments and sources (UNCLASSIFIED). Tine Commission has con- 
tinued to provide, on a loan basis, radiation detection instruments and radioisoropes to quali- 
fied s+ate, territorial, and local civil defense organizations. Stice December: 1951, the fol- 
loKing loans have been made: 

Cities 8: 
S,ates Counties Territory Total 

%diation 
instruments 

R2dioisotopeS 

6 9 1 16 
5 7 0 12 

47 
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UNCLASSI I-I ED 

Trinity Site2 Alamcqordo, h’ew Mexico 

Governor Mechem of Kew hlexico recently protested the Commission’s p!an for disposal 

of trinitite at the Trinity Site, scene-of the first atomic bomb detonation. The potential health 

hazard arising from the decay of trinitite and the medical-legal problem were discussed with 
the Governor. Commission representatives expressed no objection to preserving all historical 

. features of the site, provided the potential health hazard is removed. Until a final agreement 

is reached with the State of New’ Mexico. plans to surface the area have been postponed. (End _ _ 
Of ~CLW%FIED section.) &-ARCHlvES 
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